
Sunnytek is happy to offer solar concentrators 
designed to produce very hot water and steam 
heated by sun only. Concentrators have a parabolic 
mirror to focus the intense solar energy to a 
vacuum protected thermal receiver unt that 
converts water / oil to hot pressurized water our 
steam.
There are 2 slightly different designs. One smaller 
unit gives a temperature of max 220C/300C  The 
larger unit can make temperatures up to 400C.
Applications are many in industry and we are happy 
top assist and design a solution for your specific 
needs and demands.

Features of Sunnytek Solar concentrators

* Makes hot water and steam by solar energy only.
* Solar tracker system that follows the sun over the day/year
* Parabolic large mirror design to get a high intensity focus
* Vacuum installed and protected heat absorber that collect the 

energy and heat the liquid
* High quality glass mirror with long life time of 20 years and 

scratch resistance to cleaning. No condensation inside the unit
* Low temperature model that produce 220C hot liquid and high 

temperature model that can make 400C. Installions of 3 MW is in operation today.

Applications for solar concentrators

* Replacing and helping industrial boilers to save energy and fuel
* Hot water and cleaning water in brewery, textile production and tea factory production
* Hot water in dairy and slaughter industry
* Sterealizing food and equipment with hot steam
* Cooling with absorption coolers
* Desalination and heating in process industry
* Paper industry and drying paper.
* Power generation with ORC turbines and steam turbines.

Many of these applications demands over 200C in temperature to be efficient and here we offer the solution 
that may be what is needed since a long time. The energy is also 100% green and correct for tomorrow.
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Smaller 
model
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Larger model

The heat collector is made in 
special glass and vacuum empty 
to get the high temperatures as 
air is thermal conductive.
Iife time typical 25 years as all is 
made in glass and anticorrosive 
materials.
Concentrators have open areas 
and can be cleaned and have no 
presaged volumes where water 
and dirt can enter
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